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ABSTRACT

The problems of dynamic analysis of Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) piping
systems are considered in the paper. The special calculation program for PC
has been developed that enables to estimate the seismic margin for any
piping system with different antiseismic devices having nonlinear
characteristics. The calculated comparison has been done for two
antiseismic supports that are widely used now, namely: a High Viscous
Damper (HVD) and a Seismic Stop Support (SSS) with the application, as an
example, to the wellknown pipeline BM3 (USNRC).

1 INTRODUCTION

It is generally known that mechanical and hydraulic snubbers have
completely compromised themselves due to their low reliability, high initial
and maintenance costs and low dissipate characteristics [ 1 ]. Three basic
types of devices have been applied lately as an alternative to a snubber,
namely: HVD (GERB and CKTI VIBROSEISM), SSS (RLCA, EPRI) and Elasto-Plastic
Absorbers - EPD (IHI, EPRI, Bechtel) [2-6]. The prospects of EPD are
limited mainly because of low damping ability in Normal Operation Vibration
and low compensating characteristics to thermal displacements of piping
systems [ 6 ]. >The supports of the SSS type are extremely good for the
restraining of the pipeline displacements under seismic impact but they are
practically deprived of damping ability. The influence of the SSS
installation on the value of the seismic response of conventional supports
of pipings has not studied well, this influence being known as one of the

criteria of the Seismic Margin Assessment (SMA) [5] .In view of the
above, the advantages of the HVD dampers are evident and have been
confirmed by a widely used practice of application. They have been proved
to be the best ones both at the special tests and during the prolonged
operation [2,3,4], Meantime, the wider spreading of HVD, in spite of the
simplicity of the design, is being restrained due to the complexity of the
damper's physical model that has highly nonlinear characteristics and,
consequently, due to the absence of the mathematical model and software
program.

The firm CKTI VIBROSEISM has developed a software program package that
allows to carry out a quick and accurate Time History Analysis (THA) of
piping systems with nonproportional damping and different types of linear
and nonlinear supports without simplified linear assumptions. The high
effectiveness of the software has been achieved by a rational use of RAM,

an original way of matrix storing and a modified Lanzcos procedure. Thus,
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the calculation of the BM3 pipeline with nonlinear supports according to
THA takes not more than 20 sec of CPU time (PC AT 486/50 MHz). The
methodology and a number of results derived with the help of the software
program package SEISM-SA with demonstration of its potentialities are given
below. This program package is widely used now in the design and
upgrading of seismic capacity of the former Soviet NPPs.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR HIGH-VISCO08 DAMPER (HVD) .

In order to derive dynamic characteristics of HVD, a series of harmonic
excitation tests for HVD of various typical sizes has been made in a wide
range of frequencies and amplitudes of displacements. The piston
displacement and response amplitudes as well as the phase have been measured
during the tests. The analysis of the results derived has shown that the
elastic and viscous components of the damper dynamic stiffness have clearly
expressed a frequency dependence and a slight dependence on the piston

displacement amplitudes. Such dynamic behavior has permitted us to suggest,
as a mathematical model for HVD, a linear system consisting of two parallel
connected Maxwell models, This model is described by four independent
parameters (kl, k2, cl, c2) whose variation could enable to meet
satisfactorily the experimental dependencies, Fig. 1. However, a blow takes
place while taking up the gap between the piston and the housing under real
performance of HVD. The mathematical description of such processes leads to
a nonlinear formulation of the problem in question and can be done only by
direct numerical integration of the equations of motion for the given
system.

3 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEMS WITH HVD

The general equation that describes the piping system dynamics without
special account of the nonlinearities and the damping in the system can be
written in the conventional form (1), where M, K are the mass and stiffness
matrices respectively, U, U" - the vectors of nodal displacements and
accelerations, U" - a functional dependence of the acceleration upon time in
case of kinematics excitation of the base.

> M«U" + K » U = -M«r«Ug (1)

The account of the local damping and nonlinearities has been carried out
by the compound element method. The method provides that the forces in
compound elements will be related to the vector of external forces and
written in the RHS of the reduced equation of motion for the system. Let us
denote the pipeline degrees of freedom related to the compound element by
index "b" (boundary) whereas the rest nodes - by index "i" (internal). Then
the matrices M and K can be rearranged as follows:

_ M i ± M i b ( . _ K ± i Kib , .
Mbi Mbb Kfai Kbb

For the implementation of the Ritz transformation (dynamic
condensation), let us introduce new coordinates W with the help of the
following transformation:

U = T«W (4)

where
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(6)

I - a unit matrix,
0, , - the eigenvalues and eigenvector matrix of the frequency
equation (7):

Kii.»cp = 0
2-Mif(p (7)

After the solving of the equation (7) with the help of the Lanczos method
and transformation (1) with the account of (4), we derive a reduced
equation of motion {8):

M* • W" + K* • W = - f g • if (8)
where:

(9)

With the account of the compound elements the equation (8) can be
rewritten as follows:

M* • W" + K* • W = - f g • if + F (10)
where F - the vector of excitation forces. The equation (10) is solved by
direct numerical integration with the help of the method of central
differences- The solution of the equation can provide all kinematics
parameters of the reduced system and then, with the help of (4) , it
enables to pass to "physical" coordinates.

4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The technique described above has been implemented in the software
program package SEISM-SA. Below the calculation results of the modified test
model for the BM3 (USNRC) piping system are shown, Fig. 2. A synthesized
accelerogram SA-482 reduced to the maximum acceleration level of lg was
used as a dynamic impact. This action has a wide range frequency spectrum.
The corresponding response spectra are shown in Fig. 3. The analysis was
based on the consideration of one-component impact in the direction of the
X-axis with several variants of the BM3 pipe supporting along the X-axis
(branch 1-2, node 12):
1. Without antiseismic devices;
2. Rigid support (RS);
3. Seismic Stop Support (SSS);
4. HVD with unlimited gap;
5. HVD with real piston-housing gap;

It should be taken into account that the results shown below have a mere
purpose of demonstrating the potentialities of the software program
SEISM-SA rather than giving any concrete recommendations on antiseismic
design of pipings. The statement above especially relates to the cases of
nonlinear analysis when the final results mostly depends upon the choice of
concrete physical and geometrical characteristics of supports, modes and
intensity of the external forces. Meantime, the initial data for the
calculation are from real experiments for CVS HVD 159/76-3 and weighted
mean for SSS supports used in Russia and enable to make a number of valuable
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qualitative conclusions. The gaps in HVD and SSS in all calculations are
taken equal to 3 cm. In Fig. 4 the distribution of stresses along the pipe
length with various antiseismic devices under seismic impact is shown. It
can be seen that, due to the impact character of the force in case of
using SSS, the stress level is practically identical to the variant of
piping without any antiseismic support. The application of HVD leads to

a significantly lower level of the pipe stresses. Both variants, SSS and
HVD, are practically equivalent as a limiter of maximum displacements, Fig.
5. At the same time, SSS gives a considerably higher level of the seismic
response on the main support system of piping (hangers, restraints and
anchors) due to the impact effects that do not practically take place in
the HVD case, Fig. 6. The character of the impact effects under different
antiseismic support installations is clearly seen in Fig. 7-10. The
level of the response in the rigid support is determined by a
high-frequency part of the response spectra and has the value of about
200 kgf, Fig. 7. The installation of HVD with unlimited gap decreases the
response approximately twice, Fig. 8. The use of the real model for HVD
with a real gap has no practical influence on the amplitude of the
support response but it changes the character of the curve due to a
quick decay of high-frequency components under the impact, Fig. 9. In case
of SSS, the intensive impacts take place during the entire time of the

action with the amplitudes of the response 70 times higher than in the
pipeline with HVD. Here a thorough analysis and design of SSS and support
constructions are needed for the retaining of their integrity, Fig. 10.

5 CONCLUSION

1 An extreme effectiveness of the antiseismic and antivibration supports of
the HVD type has been proved.
2 A reliable mathematical model for HVD has been developed that
describes its real experimental nonlinear characteristics with a very high
accuracy.
3 A software program complex SEISM-SA for PC has been devised that
enables to carry out a quick and accurate dynamic analysis of complex
pipeline systems with real non- linear supports without simplifying
assumptions.
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Fig.7 Dynamic Force in
Rigid Support

Fig.8 Dynamic Force in
CVS HVD with un-
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Fig.9 Dynamic Force in
CVS HVD with real
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